
INTRODUCTION 
 

WITNESS CAPACITY 
 
RECENT GLOBAL VISA PROCESS CHANGES: 
 

• USA President executive order to restrict certain region visa’s was accepted 
by the USA Supreme Court 

• Many EU countries are recently deciding to reverse policy and return asylum 
seekers back to their homeland or pass the buck to first port of call country 

• Many countries, as again reported this week, are wanting to adopt Australia’s 
migration policies especially the stop the boats policy. 

• USA President Trump last month pulled out of international united nation 
human rights commission, rightly citing it as being a form of activist hijacked 
select-group and sending human rights in a misdirected sphere 

 
World leaders and Governments are changing via recent new learning’s on visa 
controls which also includes asylum cases. 
 
We saw gross justice confusion in the USA courts clouded by activism and judicial 
bias of what they personally perceived as human rights until the final appeal created 
clarity, the same clarity the Australian Government seek 
 
Australia has had similar judicial contradictions in regards to unelected human rights 
commissions and delegated tribunals like the AAT, The latter and its recent decisions 
shocked media and its readers / viewers via ignoring legislation pertaining to 
character and creating its own criteria of inexperienced human rights interpretations to 
which it is not specialised or qualified to enact. 
 
We have seen human rights commissioners try and intervene in bad character cases 
without having the confidential file information’s or intelligence reports to even know 
what they are defending, in fact, for privacy and confidentiality reasons the Minister 
is hamstrung from making much of the information available. The human rights 
commissions therefore, making blind assessments and judgements, are not elected and 
not empowered to legislate. This is further compounded by too many human rights 
commissions, international, commonwealth, and state commissions of same name and 
nature.  
 
The opposition “ALP” Has indeed, been supporting many of the governments 
migration policies, however mostly via the wiser more long term experienced ALP 
politicians with the modern activist driven reps biting at their ankles in which will 
soon create mass party division, currently pre-selection process under review.  
 
Today on TV 12-7-18 ALP leader Bill Shorten openly stated he will stay locked into 
the stop the boats policy.  If re-elected, the ALP would be faced with current 
governments visa problems and outcries and would need to be careful what it might 
create upon itself if it hampers good policy for the sake of merely saying no to 
everything, however, the ALP has been assisting policy of late and wise to use their 
long experienced reps to keep maintaining this. 
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WHO ARE OPPOSING PROPER & FAIR VISA PROCESSING? 
 
 
Exact same elements in USA are the same here in Australia, small, loud minorities 
painted as being bigger than they are, however they need media exposure and oddly 
comes from government / taxpayer funded TV channels. 
 
These culprits are human rights commissioners, general activists mostly on the dole, 
SBS TV and ABC TV both with around 6 channels each utilised for almost full time 
activism.  What this created over time, was a long rapid brainwashing of viewers 
minds via one sided reporting and policy attacks whilst not having access to visa 
holders classified file content per character and decision reasons. 
 
REASONS CAN NOT ALWAYS BE RELEASED 
 
Some visa rejection reasons were obtained by intelligence agencies who are protected 
from disclosures per national security or international security, or may even still be 
applicants who are under current monitoring.  Others, the many who deliberately 
dumped passports and identity, hence a constitutional alien, automatic non 
recognition. 
 
As can be noted, the opposers are small but loud and are assisted by taxpayer funded 
activist controlled TV and a few left wing newspapers pushing writer’s personal 
activist agendas.  
 
The general public are not as brainwashed as the activist clans portray, such as, mass 
negative reader comments greet all bad AAT decisions, another good example is a 
poll on migration by random newspaper readers of all classes and minds whereby it 
indicated an over population warning sign of almost everyone wanting all migration / 
visas halted.  
 
These polls should concern any party and leader, and reflects why voters keep 
swapping elected party for not listening to them and instead being fooled by Activist 
media and commissions. Take careful note of dates. 
 
The first poll in regards to Africans was made way back in 2007 before their new 
mass crime-wave sprees and gang crime had begun in Victoria. 
 
The other poll was when we had less resources strain from population growth, 
therefore worse now.  
 
However, these tell an important statement of what the voters want per immigration 
and visa issues. 
 
No doubt any genuine poll on powers to cancel or refuse visas would see a same 
result. 
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The constitution empowers visa matters to the parliament and the Minister for 
immigration, the latter holds the confidential files and most informed information. 
If the Minister detects a need for change he has it put to the parliament. 
The ABC or human rights commission or AAT have no constitutional or final 
decision jurisdiction. The opposition and crossbench has more than those entities. 
It is the rules, that the Minister has final say and should be unhindered, and upon 
putting new matters to parliament, he is the full knowledge and shares what he / she is 
permitted in order to ask for change. The opposition when in power expect the same. 
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The AAT must be made obsolete, it has had over 90% public backlash over most its 
recent decisions or meddling if you like. It has attempted to draft its own migration 
laws. Keep the domain within parliament, replace AAT with a 3 person panel of The 
Minister or their rep, one layperson first tested for bias, and one opposition party rep 
with lawyer advice to access for questions on law. Any appeal lies with the Minister 
directly. 
Permission is granted to distribute this document to inquiry attendees. 
 
Sincerely 
Brian Woods     
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